From the Editor

In brief: Youth who drink before age 15 increase their chances of developing alcohol or drug dependence; Bingeing may be effective for drug addiction; SAMSHA unveils new guide to introduce substance abuse treatment providers to family therapy.

DISCOVERING LIFE AFTER BLAME: A NEW MODEL OF THE ADDICTED/TRAUMATIZED FAMILY SYSTEM

With this breakthrough theoretical model you can help clients recognize behavior patterns they internalized as children, and reach self-acceptance in recovery today. By Tian Dayton, PhD, YEP

Professional Development "The Story" By Cardwell C. Nachols, PhD

FIRE IN THE FAMILY: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE INTERGENERATIONAL EFFECTS OF ADDICTION

What does history teach us about the impact of addiction on families — and do we really believe addiction is a "family disease"? By William L. White, MA

Intervention Older/Adult Intervention By Debra Jay

TREATING SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE: IMPLICATIONS FOR ADDICTION PROFESSIONALS

Empire research-based, clinical strategies for dealing with one of the most emotionally charged public health issues of our time. By Cheryl Kennedy, LMSW; Keith Klausutarm, PhD, NCC; Christine Gorman, MA, CASAC; & William Fuld-Stinnett, PhD

First Person: Reflections — From Program to Network By Patrick J. Carnes, PhD

NO ONE IS LEFT UNARMED: DUAL DISORDERS AND THE FAMILY

Learn eight practical strategies for counseling families affected by a co-occurring condition. By Dennis C. Daily, PhD, and Ricardo Marshall, MD

Assessment Assessing for Sex Addiction By Douglas Weiss, PhD

ADDITION: LIES VS THE TRUTH — A YOUTE PERSPECTIVE ON ADDICTION AND RECOVERY — A ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION WITH DON MIGUEL RUIZ

Counselor’s exclusive interview with spiritual teacher and bestselling author Don Miguel Ruiz, introduces a new perspective to the recovery movement.

Opinion A Journey Called "Recovery" By Don Barchfeld, PsyD

Ask the Ethicist: Taking Action When Coworkers are Toxic, Unhealthy and Untreated By Adam Robinson, MA, CAADC

HEALTHY NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS: HELP CLIENTS ATTAIN WELLNESS IN RECOVERY

Now is a perfect time to point your clients to new heights of recovery — through a wellness-oriented lifestyle. By John Newport, PhD

On the Web A User-driven Site for Opinions about Healthcare Professionals? By Stuart Gillon, MD

Research to Practice Cracks in the Counseling Alliance By Michael J. Taleff, PhD, CSAC, MAC

Prevention Effective Parent-Child Communication By Michelle Miller-Day, PhD

CE Quiz Earn CE credits with this quiz.
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